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Stake, help charities, trade
 and play gamesIntroduction

God Shiba is a full community-focused, decentralized transaction network 
made in heaven. It launched in September 2021 and is destined to become 
the allfather of all crypto. God Shiba's righteous heart vowed to help
humans and animals all over the world.

God Shiba has travelled far and wide in search of finding a way to make the 
world a better place. The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) showed God Shiba the
way to channel its power to do good and create $GSHIB. Backed by generous
holders and true followers the path of God Shiba is clear: to create a 
community built on trust, spirit and wisdom.

Aiming to provide help to those in need, he will make large donations to 
various charities. He will help animals and humans in this vast world. With a 
strong community and a good spirit it will be possible to change lives and help
mother nature. 

He will provide staking features, so that holders can lock their tokens and 
receive rewards. Next up God Shiba knows mankind loves to play games,
So he will develop a game with play & earn mechanics. Last but not least, 
he will create God Shiba wallet. A wallet where 
users can safely store their tokens and NFTs. 
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The Team
God Shiba was founded by a group of crypto enthusiasts from the 
Netherlands. Their dream was to create a token that rewards holders and 
helps those in need. 

In a short time they managed to build a vast network of experts, with various 
connections and know-how on blockchain projects. The team is working in 
absolute harmony and the spirit is high. With veteran Marketing Officers,
Content Creators, Community Managers and IT-Experts, God Shiba is set 
for greatness.

The team vows to be transparent and open. They will earn trust and reach 
milestones together with the community. They will give all their energy and 
strength to make God Shiba succeed and known to the world.
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The crew behind God Shiba



Our Values
Transparency & Trust

God Shiba vowed to be transparent to its followers and will show the way to
greatness. He instructed his team to be transparent about their plans and
communicate every step to their holders. The team is doxxed and there will be
no hidden agendas or funny business. God Shiba will earn trust and respect to 
reach divine heights. In order to showcase their transparency and safety 
God Shiba will be audited.God Shiba will be audited.

Community

The most important goal of God Shiba is creating a community built on trust 
and good vibes. Because he knows that a friendly and strong community is 
what will make God Shiba reach the top. He will listen to his followers and make
their wishes come true. Ask and be answered, God Shiba gathered a team of 
strong moderators who all vowed to help, educate and create only good vibes
amongst us.amongst us.

Longevity

God Shiba is looking to create a long-term project with fruitful partnerships,
marketing ideas and growth. He vows that he will help the world till the end 
of time and leave his mark for the better of the planet and its inhabitants. 
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Tokenomics
God Shiba asks a small fee for every trade. This tax fee consists of 
development/marketing, auto-liquidity and the lottery.

Trading fee (4%)

- 2,5% to marketing and development
- 0,5% to lottery
- 1% to liquidity (Auto-LP)

With these tokenomics God Shiba can ensure to deliver growth and 
development. With the marketing and development wallet he can grow and 
help those in need. These funds will be carefully managed to do effective 
marketing, create hype and help those in need with charity.

Token allocation

The tokens will be distributed according to this table:

Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs)
- Founders Sale - 275 BNB 
- Private Sale - 550 BNB  
- Public Sale - 825 BNB 

A goal of God Shiba is to protect the value of his tokens. This is done by the 
implementation of an anti-dump function. This function will prevent early 
investors to dump their whole bag all at once. All the team tokens and all investors to dump their whole bag all at once. All the team tokens and all 
tokens from the founder-, private- and public sale will have the whale
protection. The following rules have been implemented:
- You can always sell 10 BNB;
- Month 1: 20% of total wallet each day;
- Month 2: 30% of total wallet each day;
- Month 3: 100% of total wallet each day;

The economics of $GSHIB
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Staking
God Shiba takes care of their true believers. That's why he will provide staking 
rewards to his patrons. Holders of God Shiba can stake their $GSHIB to earn 
more tokens. The longer they hold the more they will receive.
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Earn additional rewards



Lottery
Running around, waggling its tail and playing fetch are some of God Shiba's
favorite games. He knows humans love to play and win. He wants to grant 
boons to his favorite patrons. He will have a game platform built where players 
can use their $GSHIB for betting to win prizes. The game should be simple, 
accessible, fun and rewarding.

The tokenomics of God Shiba state that 0.5% of every trade goes to the lottery 
wallet. This allows God Shiba to acquire a big fortune destined to go to 
community members. He'll host competitions and pick out lucky winners. 
The possibilites are endless, but all outcomes rewards the bold, the brave and 
the strong. 

Fortune favors the bold
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Charity
God Shiba wants to save animals & habitats. He will do this by raising 
awareness and making donations to charities. Transparency and 
communication is key to save animals and humans who need it the most.

For every trade there is a tax percentage that will go to the donation wallet. 
The team will organize and engage with the community to find and help 
charities as effectively as possible. Next to these donations, milestones have 
been set. For every milestone reached, God Shiba will donate a large amount 
to the charity chosen by the community. 

The following milestones have been set:

- 1000 holders
- 2000 holders
- 5000 holders
- 10.000 holders

Save animals and habitats

After God Shiba reached the 
10.000 holders, God Shiba will ask 
the community to help him do 
good for all the animals on our 
planet. God Shiba will set more 
milestones and change the 
world for the better. world for the better. 
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Wallet
As mans best friend, God Shiba knows humans love comfort and safety. 
Therefore he tasked the team to create God Shiba wallet, where holders can 
safely store and trade their $GSHIB. It will have many simple but useful 
features like trading tokens, contact list, dark mode and collecting and 
storing NFTs.

Store and manage your tokens
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- Top crypto marketing agency collaboration
- Initial marketing push through influencers,
ads, articles and AMAs
- Full team doxxed
- Private sale launch starting on 11/09/2021
- Public sale launch starting on 18/09/2021
- God Shiba ($GSHIB) lists on PancakeSwap- God Shiba ($GSHIB) lists on PancakeSwap
- God Shiba listing on coinsites
- God Shiba applies to CoinMarketCap and
CoinGecko
- Growth on all social platforms
- God Shiba merchandise
- Staking $GSHIB

- First CEX listings
- Major marketing push
- Reaching charity milestones
- Certik audit
- Website v2
- Lottery
- Community competitions- Community competitions
- Listing on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko
- Release of God Shiba Application & Wallet
- Designing God Shiba NFTs
- Press releases and AMAs

- Major CEX listings
- Bigger marketing strategies
- Massive charity donations and setting 
new milestones
- God Shiba NFTs v2
- God Shiba Application v2
- Adding more games to the God- Adding more games to the God
Shiba Application

Q3
‘21

Q4
‘21

Q1
‘22

Roadmap The future of God Shiba
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THANK YOU!
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t.me/GodShibaToken@GodShibaToken


